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Resonance phenomena in solids generally fall into two distinct classes, electric and magnetic,
driven, respectively, by the E and H components of the electromagnetic wave incident on the solid.
The canonical examples of the two types of resonances are the electron cyclotron resonance (CR)
and the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), originating from the electron orbital and spin
degrees of freedom, respectively. The behavior becomes considerably more interesting (and more
complicated) in the presence of the spin-orbital interaction. In this case, a more general type of
resonance may occur, which is driven by the electric excitation mechanism and involves the spin
degrees of freedom. Such electric-dipole spin resonance (EDSR) may occur at the spin excitation
frequency or at a combination of the orbital and spin frequencies, spanning a wide bandwidth. The
EDSR phenomenon, first predicted by Rashba (1960), has been probed experimentally in 3D solids
with different crystal symmetries, as well as in low-dimensional systems (heterojunctions, inversion
layers, dislocations and impurity states). Due to its electric dipole origin, the EDSR features a
relatively high intensity, which may exceed by orders of magnitude the EPR intensity. This review
summarizes the work on EDSR prior to 1991, laying out the theoretical framework and discussing
different experimental systems in which the EDSR-related physics can be realized and explored.
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INTRODUCTION

Resonance phenomena, which offer a powerful tool of
studying intricate properties of condensed matter, have
for a long time been divided into electric and mag-
netic resonances. Electron cyclotron resonance (CR),
for instance, belongs to the class of electric resonances,
whereas electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) belongs
to the class of magnetic resonance phenomena. Electric

resonances are excited by the electric vector of an elec-
tromagnetic wave, and electrons experience a change in
their orbital state but not in their spin state.

Naturally, the classification of the motion in terms of
the coordinate and spin degrees of freedom, which in
fact provides the grounds for such a simplified descrip-
tion, is possible only in the absence of spin orbit (SO)
interaction. The subject of this paper is an electron res-
onance of a more general type, excited due to SO in-
teraction. The characteristic features of this resonance,
called combined resonance (COR), are: (i) the electric
mechanism of its excitation, and (ii) change of the spin
quantum state, when the quantum numbers correspond-
ing to the orbital motion either remain unchanged or are
changing. In the former case the resonance occurs at
the spin frequency of an electron and is called electric-
dipole spin resonance (EDSR), or electric-dipole-excited
electron-spin resonance (EDE-ESR). In the latter case it
occurs at combinational frequencies, that is, linear combi-
nations of orbital and spin frequencies. We shall call this
the electric-dipole combinational frequency resonance. If
the mechanism of its excitation is not specified, or if
the emphasis is on the frequency of the resonance rather
than on the mechanism of its excitation, we shall use the
terms spin resonance (SR) or combinational frequency
resonance (CFR).

At present COR, first predicted by Rashba (1960,
1961), is being experimentally discovered and studied for
various crystals with different types of symmetry. It has
been observed in 3D systems, i.e. in bulk, in 2D sys-
tems (on heterojunctions and inversion layers), in ID sys-
tems (on dislocations) and in 0D systems (on impurity
centres). Now COR is regularly used to investigate the
band structure of semiconductors. The extensive use of
the method is accounted for by: (i) the relatively high
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intensity of COR (which may exceed the EPR intensity
by several orders of magnitude), (ii) the presence, as a
rule, of several COR bands in the spectrum, and (iii) the
fairly specific angular dependence of their intensity.

Now it is necessary to clarify, first, what the source is of
the high COR intensity, and, second, why for more than
15 years after the discovery of EPR by Zavoisky (1945)
and its extensive experimental investigation, COR was
not observed. It is convenient to start this discussion by
taking band electrons as an example.

In the absence of SO interaction, an electron put in
a constant homogeneous magnetic field H, performs two
independent motions associated with orbital and spin de-
grees of freedom. The first motion is cyclotron rotation
with a frequency

(1.1) ωc = eH/m∗c

where m∗ is the effective mass, and e and c are universal
constants. A characteristic spatial scale corresponding to
this motion is the magnetic length

(1.2) rH = (c~/eH)1/2

Accordingly, the minimal electric-dipole moment corre-
sponding to a transition between neighbouring quantum
states under the influence of an a.c. electric field is
pc ≈ erH . The frequency ωs of spin transitions is de-
termined by the equation ωs = |g|µBH, where g is the
g-factor of an electron in a crystal and µB = e~/2m0c
is the Bohr magneton, and m0 is the mass of the elec-
tron in a vacuum. Putting g ∼ 2, we can estimate the
magnetic-dipole moment of the transition displayed in
EPR as µs ∼ eλ. Here λ is the Compton electron wave-
length: λ ≈ 4 × 10−11cm. Therefore, if the values of Ẽ
and H̃ (the amplitudes of the electric and magnetic fields,
respectively) are comparable, the ratio of the CR and
EPR intensities is of the order of ICR/IEPR ∼ (rH/λ)2.
For typical values of H, rH ∼ 10−5 − 10−6cm. This al-
lows us to estimate the value of the ratio of the intensities;
typically, it can be as large as ICR/IEPR ∼ 1010.

So, CR is many orders of magnitude stronger than
EPR. This property is inherent in all electric resonances.
For instance, for paraelectric resonance, rH must be re-
placed by the characteristic atomic quantity, namely, the
Bohr radius rB = ~2/m0e

2 = 0.5×10−8cm, and therefore
the ratio of the intensities is ICR/IEPR ∼ (rh/λ)2 ∼ 104.
Since electric resonances are much stronger than mag-
netic resonances, one can expect that even weak SO in-
teraction leading to the coupling of orbital and spin mo-
tions will cause intensive electric excitation of SR. Be-
sides, for band electrons the coupling of orbital and spin
motions makes it possible for the combinational frequen-
cies ω = nωc ± ωs (where n is an integer) to appear in
the spectrum. The intensity of the transition at these
frequencies, i.e., the intensity of the electric-dipole CFR,
is generally of the same order of magnitude as the EDSR
intensity. Jointly they form the COR spectrum.

We note parenthetically that very often only the
electric-dipole CFR bands are ascribed to COR. How-
ever, we shall use the term COR in the sense defined
above, in conformity with the original work (Rashba
1960) and with subsequent reviews (Rashba 1964a, 1979).
Thus by COR we understand the entire family of electric-
dipole spin resonances.

Usually it is convenient to observe the COR spectrum
in cyclotron-resonance inactive (CRI) polarizations, since
there is no strong CR background. Now let us clarify why
COR may be absent or, more exactly, very weak. Let us
start with a free electron in a vacuum. The Thomas SO
interaction energy is

(1.3) Hso = (µB/2m0c)σ · (E × p)

Here σ = (σx, σy, σz) are Pauli matrices, E is the electric
field and p is the momentum operator. If E is regarded
as an a.c. electric field Ẽ with the frequency ωs and
v = p/m0 is taken as the velocity of the electron, then
Hso = 1

2µBσ ·(E×v/c). Comparing this expression with

the Zeeman energy µBH, and assuming Ẽ = H̃, we see
that IEDSR/IEPR ∼ (v/c)2. In the nonrelativistic limit,
(v/c)2 � 1 and EDSR is much weaker than EPR. This
result is absolutely clear since up to the ‘Thomas 1/2’
the energy Hso coincides with the Zeeman energy in the
effective magnetic field Heff = (v/c)E which acts on the
electron in the reference system where the electron rests.
Therefore the SO interaction is required to be sufficiently
strong. In crystals, SO interaction is strong due to the
fact that the field E in (1.3) is a static electric field of
the crystal lattice which is particularly strong near nuclei
and the operator p acts not on the smooth functions of
the effective mass approximation but on the full Bloch
functions:

(1.4) ψnk(r) = unk(r) exp(ik · r)

the periodic factor unk(r) rapidly varies near nuclei. As
a result, the SO interaction becomes stronger with in-
creasing charges of the nuclei of the atoms constituting
the crystal. In typical semiconductors the SO splitting of
the valence band is ∆ ∼ 0.1-1eV and it may compete with
the forbidden gap width EG. Thus the g-factor and other
parameters of the electron are strongly renormalized as
compared to the parameters of an electron in a vacuum.
For example, the g-factor may change substantially and
may have an anomalous sign (Yafet 1963). As a result,
the spin of the electron somehow transforms into its qua-
sispin’. Then due to the difference between µ∗ = gµB/2
and µB the EPR intensity varies: at larger values of |g| it
may be much higher than for an electron in vacuum. But
the COR intensity is determined not by the renormalized
value of the g-factor but by specific terms in the EMA
Hamiltonian which simultaneously involve the Pauli ma-
trices (quasispin) and the quasimomentum operator k
(orbit). The structure of these terms and, consequently,
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the COR intensity is determined by the symmetry of the
crystal. This problem is discussed in section 2 and subse-
quent sections. On the whole, the higher the symmetry
of the group Gk of the wave vector in the point of k-space
corresponding to the band extremum, and the larger the
EG, the lower the COR intensity. Naturally, the intensity
decreases with a decreasing charge of the nucleus.

Despite the aforementioned restrictions the COR in-
tensity for band carriers in many crystals is so high that
it is impossible to observe EPR against the background
of the COR intensity. However it significantly decreases
in cases where electrons become bound in donor states. It
follows from the Kramers theorem (see section 10) that
in this case the intensity involves the factor (~ωs/Ei)2,
where Ei is the ionization potential of a donor. This fac-
tor can be very small if the field H is weak.

Sticking to the subject of this volume, we shall consider
only COR of band carriers in the Landau levels and also
electrons bound to shallow impurity centres where Ei is
comparable with ωc and ωs. But it should be noted that
EDSR is possible also for low-symmetry deep centres.
For them, the EDSR intensity is determined not by the
band spectrum of the semiconductor but by the structure
of the electron shell of an impurity ion and by the local
symmetry of the crystal field. On the whole, it is notice-
ably lower than for band electrons and for large-radius
centres. EDSR for small-radius centres was predicted
by Bloembcrgen (1961) and experimentally observed by
Ludwig and Ham (1962). The survey by Roitsin (1971)
and two monographs by Mims (1976) and by Glinchuk et
al. (1981) are devoted to electric effects in the radiospec-
troscopy of deep centres.

The foregoing arguments shed some light upon why
EDSR was not observed and identified experimentally
until the conditions of its high intensity had been found
theoretically.

The COR mechanism for free carriers we have dis-
cussed is totally due to the SO interaction entering in
the Hamiltonian for a free carrier in a perfect crystal.
According to this approach the presence of impurities or
defects, which cause binding of carriers in shallow levels,
diminishes the COR intensity. The theory based on this
concept was developed in the early sixties and preceded
the experiment: its results were summarized in a survey
by Rashba (1964a). The diverse experimental data ob-
tained since then are in agreement with the theory, and
have permitted a number of new parameters of the en-
ergy spectrum of carriers to be found. Later theoretical
works were aimed at describing the experimental results
quantitatively within the framework of the original con-
cept.

However, there is one other line of thinking in COR
physics. Originating from experimental results rather
than from theoretical ideas, its essence is the existence
of specific COR mechanisms, caused by defects or im-
purities. As a result, in materials with a high concen-

tration of imperfections, COR may prove to be consider-
ably stronger than in high-quality samples. The paper by
Bell (1962) on EDSR in strongly doped n-type InSb was
the first to point to the existence of such mechanisms,
and the problem was first recognized and formulated by
Mel’nikov and Rashba (1971). For the moment, the prob-
lem remains somewhat obscure. That is why there is no
doubt that future work on COR theory must be concen-
trated on this problem. One can expect the problem to
attract the attention of experimentalists since it opens
up new possibilities for studying disordered systems.

In terms of macroscopic electrodynamics, COR belongs
to magnetoelectric phenomena, first reported by Curie
(1894) and reviewed by O’Dell (1970) for magnetic mate-
rials. From the viewpoint of the microscopic mechanism
the most significant feature of COR is the strong cou-
pling of electron spins to the a.c. electric field in a broad
class of crystals. By now different manifestations of this
coupling have been found. This coupling, in particular,
is responsible for spin-flip Raman scattering, discussed in
chapter 5 by Hafele.

BASIC FORMALISM OF THE THEORY

The COR theory is based on the theory of the band
spectrum of an electron in crystals and on the effective
mass approximation. These concepts have been thor-
oughly developed and they were reviewed, for instance,
in the paper by Blount (1962) and in the book by Bir
and Pikus (1972), which we recommend to the reader.

In practical COR calculations for specific semiconduc-
tors one should proceed from the band structure of the
semiconductor determined by: (i) symmetry properties
and, (ii) by numerical values of the energy spectrum pa-
rameters. For example, for semiconductors with a narrow
forbidden gap of the InSb-type it is often convenient to
make use of a multiband Kane model (1957). However,
(i) to elucidate the principal mechanisms of the COR phe-
nomenon and, (ii) to do it from the same point of view
conformably to different systems, it will be more conve-
nient to use a two-branch (i.e. one-band) model wher-
ever possible. By this term we understand two branches
of the energy spectrum differing only in the spin state
of an electron (or a hole). These branches of the spec-
trum in crystals with the inversion centre merge into one
band in the entire k-space (Elliott 1954) and in crys-
tals without the inversion centre they stick together in a
high-symmetry point and split in its vicinity. Numerical
parameters of the two-branch model can be expressed via
parameters of a more general model (Addendum B).

In the framework of the two-branch model, the most
general approach to describe COR in a semiconductor,
subjected to external fields (electric and magnetic), is
as follows. The Hamiltonian H for an electron and the
operator r̂ of its coordinate can be derived by means
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of the method of invariants (Bir and Pikus 1972) which
relies only on general symmetry requirements:

(2.1) H = H0 + eϕ(r̂) +Hso,

(2.2) Hso =
∑
j

σjfj(k̂),

(2.3) r̂ = i∇k +
∑
j

σjXj(k̂)

where σj are Pauli matrices and k̂ is the operator of the
magnetic field quasimomentum

(2.4) k̂ = −i∇r − (e/c~)A(r),

A(r) and ϕ(r) are the vector and scalar potentials, re-

spectively. The functions fi(k̂) and Xi(k̂) are polynomi-

als over powers of k̂j , the Cartesian coordinates of the k̂
vector. These polynomials are such that H and r̂ possess
the necessary transformation properties with respect to
Gk, the little group of k, the wave vector near which an
expansion in powers of kj is performed. Namely, H must
behave as a scalar quantity and r̂ as a vector quantity
with respect to spatial transformations. Both H and r̂
must be real operators, i.e., must retain their sign upon
time reversal t → −t. The functions fi and Xi include
both symmetrized and antisymmetrized combinations of
k̂j . Owing to the commutation condition

(2.5) [k̂j , k̂j′ ] = i
e

c~
Hj′′

where j, j′ and j′′ constitute cyclic permutations (e.g.,
if j = 2 or j = y, then j′ = 3, j′′ = 1, or j = z,
j” = x), the antisymmetrized terms can be expressed
via Hj . The potential ϕ(r) can be describe, for instance,
the potential created by impurities. It will be assumed
that this potential is smooth. Within the effective mass
approximation, at a higher order, alongside ϕ(r) there
emerges a gradient E = −∇rϕ(r) in H. The correspond-
ing term in H is analogous to the SO interaction (1.3) for
a Dirac electron (eigenfunctions of the operator H are
two-component spinors).

If the a.c. electric field Ẽ exciting resonance transi-
tions is described by the vector-potential Ã, the interac-
tion Hamiltonian is

(2.6) He = −(e/c)v̂ · Ã

where the velocity operator is determined by a commu-
tator

(2.7) v =
i

~
[H, r̂].

From eqs. (2.1) -(2.3) and (2.7) it follows that

(2.8) v = ~−1∇kH+ Ω(k̂)

where the vector Ω(k̂) is the polynomial over k̂. Note
that the Xj(k) operators become important only when
the terms of the order k4 or higher are taken into account
in fj(k).

A complicated structure of the r operators in eq. (2.3)
results from projecting the multiband Hamiltonian of the
kp approximation (Luttinger and Kohn 1955) onto the
conduction band (or valence band). Similar terms also
exist in the Dirac problem. The Dirac Hamiltonian may
be treated as a multiband Hamiltonian, simultaneously
incorporating dynamics of differently charged particles
(electrons and positrons, or, in terms of the solid state
theory, electrons and holes). From this point of view,
interband matrix elements must correlate as cp = c~k→
Pk and the ‘forbidden energy gap’ as 2m0c

2 → Eg. In
the 1/c2 approximation, r̂ becomes

(2.9) r̂ = r+
~

4m0c2
(σ× p̂) → i∇k+

P 2

E2
g

(σ× k̂).

For semiconductors the coefficient entering in the SO
term is much larger than the corresponding coefficient
in a vacuum, as has been pointed out in section 1.

The interaction of an electron with an electromagnetic
wave can be described not only by the vector but also by
the scalar potential ϕ(r) = −eEr. Then the COR inten-
sity is expressed via matrix elements of the r̂ operator.
Due to the relation

(2.10) 〈f |v̂|i〉 = iωfi 〈f |r̂|i〉

(ωfi is the transition frequency), straightforwardly fol-
lowing from (2.7), the results obtained by either method
coincide. It is worth noting that the matrix elements
〈f |r̂|i〉 depend not only on Xj but also on Hso. This
is because the wave functions of the i and f states are
also Hso-dependent, this dependence being quite relevant
(Rashba and Sheka 1961a, c). To compare the EDSR and
EPR intensities, it is necessary to calculate matrix ele-
ments of the interaction responsible for EPR. They are
determined by the magnetic component of the electro-
magnetic field. The corresponding perturbation operator
equals

(2.11) H̃m = H̃ · ∇HH = (∇×A) · ∇HH

Differentiation in (2.11) should be performed only with
respect toH entering explicitly inH but not with respect
to H entering through the vector-potential A(H), since
the corresponding terms are already taken into account
in (2.6).

Experiments typically use two types of mutual orien-
tation of the unit vector e of the electric field of an elec-
tromagnetic wave, of its wave vector q and of the con-
stant magnetic field H: the Faraday geometry (q ‖ H,
e ⊥ H) with two circular polarizations of e (transverse
resonance), and the longitudinal Voigt geometry (q ⊥H,
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e ‖H) (longitudinal resonance). This choice of polariza-
tions is also handy for constructing the theory. There-
fore, apart from the original reference system A, asso-
ciated with the crystallographic axes, it is useful to in-
troduce another reference system A’, associated with the
magnetic field in such a manner that Z ‖ H (Adden-
dum A). In the A system the Cartesian basis is employed
and the vectors r, k and v are denoted by lowercase let-
ters and their coordinates are numbered by Latin indices
(i, j = 1, 2, 3). In the A’ system the vectors are denoted
by capital letters. Their components are chosen in the
circular basis

(2.12) V = (V−, VZ , V+) = (V1̄, V0, V1),

and similarly for R and K. In (2.12)

(2.13) V± = (VX ± iVY )/
√

2

In the circular basis the coordinates are numbered by
Greek indices α, β = 1̄, 0, 1 or −1, 0, 1.

The direction of the Z-axis will be chosen from the
condition eHZ > 0 with the sign of the charge e taken
into account. According to the conditions (2.5) KZ is a c-
number and the other components obey the commutation
rules

(2.14) [K̂−, K̂+] = eH/c~ ≡ k2
H , kH = r−1

H .

If we factor out the dimensional factor kH from K̂, the
result can be represented by the raising and lowering lad-
der operators a+ and a as

(2.15) K̂ = kHa, a = (a, ξ, a+), [aa+−a+a] = 1,

ξ = k−1
H Kz. In the circular basis the commutators of K̂

and R are written as

(2.16) [K̂α, Rβ ] = −iδαβ

So far we have dealt with purely technical aspects of the
problem relevant to the formalism of calculations. In
conclusion to this section we shall make an attempt to
discuss the problem in physical terms. This will enable
us to understand qualitatively certain COR mechanisms.
Of course, such considerations are no substitute for a con-
sistent analysis of the Hamiltonian (2.2) or for a more so-
phisticated Hamiltonian describing the multiband model.

There is a qualitative distinction between band struc-
tures of crystals with an inversion centre and crystals
without one. In this section it has already been noted
that in crystals without an inversion centre the spectrum
is degenerate only at certain points of the k-space, but
in the vicinity of these points the degeneracy is lifted
and the spectrum splits into two branches corresponding
to different spin states of the electron. This splitting is
due to the Hamiltonian (2.2) where fj are linear or cu-
bic in k (cf. sections 5 and 6). Since such terms in Hso

are inherent in crystals without an inversion centre, the
COR excitation mechanism caused by them is termed the
inversion asymmetry mechanism. As a rule, it is fairly
efficient.

In crystals with an inversion centre, fj ∝ H. This is
indispensable for ensuring twofold degeneracy of bands
for all k. But the presence of the H factor diminishes
Hso and it may have an observable value only if the for-
bidden energy gap Eg entering in the denominator of fj
is narrow. Under these conditions the region, where the
dependence of fj on k is quadratic, will be very narrow;
this is why the COR mechanism associated with a small
value of Eg is often termed the nonparabolicity mecha-
nism (see section 8). Sometimes under these conditions
a major role is played by the large value of the Xj(k)
functions, a possibility made clear from (2.9) (see also
section 9).

Above we have covered the two mechanisms which can
be most clearly specified. But in realistic situations, espe-
cially when one is dealing with degenerate valence bands,
to distinguish and interpret individually the contribu-
tions of different perturbations (in particular, of those
responsible for warping) is practically impossible.

COR THEORY IN THE ZEEMAN LIMIT

An exact analytical solution of the problem for an elec-
tron in a homogeneous magnetic field can be derived
only for a few specific cases even for the two-branch
model. Yet, the most interesting situation occurs when
the Zeeman splitting dominates over SO splitting (Zee-
man limit). It can be studied in the general form at
ϕ(r) = 0. In this case an expansion is performed in the
parameter

(3.1) γ(k̄) ≈
〈
H2

so

〉1/2
/~ωmin � 1

where ωmin = min{ωc, ωs, nωc−ωs}, n is an integer. Here
k̄ is a characteristic value of the quasimomentum; for
instance, for a band electron it is determined by formula
(3.4). The criterion (3.1) means that the mean energy of
SO interaction is small compared to the spacing between
magnetic quantization levels. Depending on the power l
of the quasimomentum k entering in Hso, the criterion
(3.1) is fulfilled in strong (l = 1) or weak (l ≥ 3) fields.

[followed by about 30 more pages]

The published version of this article that is recom-
mended to the reader is available here: PDF (human-
friendly), PDF (robot-friendly). Some of the articles
cited in the bibliography, which are not easily available
online, can be found here (active link).

http://www.mit.edu/~levitov/rashba_papers/1991RashbaSheka.pdf
http://www.mit.edu/~levitov/rashba_papers/rashba_ocr.pdf
http://www.mit.edu/~levitov/rashba_papers/
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FIG. 1. Arrangement of bands in direct-gap cubic semicon-
ductors, described by the Kane model (1957). Eg is the width
of the forbidden band, and A is the SO splitting. On the top
is the conduction band; in the middle the valence band, con-
sisting of the light hole and heavy hole bands; at the bottom
is the split-off band. The figure describes the AIIIBV-type
semiconductors. The weak splitting of the bands (empha-
sizing their twofold degeneracy) is due to the absence of an
inversion centre. On the left-hand side, the splitting is ne-
glected; on the right-hand side, the splitting is shown but its
magnitude is exaggerated.
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